us; ups .RAMPAN
BOXING PIX TODAY
Films of the 1947 National
Intercollegiate boxing tourswent will be shown today at
3:30 in the Morris Dailey auditorium, announces Coach Dee
Portal
Portal said that a large
number of students who could
not attend last week’s showing
requested the repeat performance.
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ASB NOMINATIONS
ASB President Emerson " p.
Arends appointed council members as supervisors for the forthcoming Student Body nominations
assemblies to take place this
week.
Dale LaMar will be in charge
of the senior meeting to be held
Thursday at the regular orientation session. Bev Clay will oversee junior nominations in room
117 at 3:30 Friday.
. SUPervisiqiC ./e$004142,74-112 /9.11.41.
will be Pat Waliti; ant Patty Poll(
will handle fneshman nominations
In the Morris Dailey auditorium.
By a unanimous vote, Council
passed a bylaw making the prosecuting attorney directly responsible to Council. This was dosigned as a stop-gap measure until the new constitution is completed which Is expected to incorporate the idea.
RAIN SHELTERS
Athletic Director "Tiny" Hartranft and Byron Bollinger have
objected to students eating lunch
in the gym on rainy days because
of insufficient janitorial funds for
extra cleanup.
They expressed
willingness to keep the gym open
if a service organization would
volunteer to do the cleaning.
Bob Hines, ASB treasurer, suggested that the administration
should provide shelter for students on rainy days. After reminding
Council
that
empty
rooms have been used during the
noon hour in the past, Dale LaMar was appointed to look into
the situation. His findings will be
published in the Spartan Daily.
In reply to an inquiry from Pat
Walsh, "Doc" Arend. stated that
enforcement of the smoking ban
In the Union will be handled by
the Student Union Board.
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CHAPEL comanriss
Fred Jobs, acting chairman of
the Associated Student Body
Chapel Fund committee, reported
election of new officers. The
nanies will be submitted in writing to the Council and Student
Court-fOr-approvat--77iey-are
Jobs; *t.ir:di WWI j Virginia Welmers, vice - chairman; and Chet
Krebs-seretary-treasurer.
Council rejected the Social A .
fairs committee constitution. Ij
was returned to Chairman Clare
McMurry for rewriting.
Kappa Alpha Theta, women’s
society, had its constitution approved.
Bill Felse, graduate manager,
sent an inquiry through Dean
Pitman coneernidg transfer of
money to the Rally committee
fund. The money was voted last
quarter. Arends instructed Secretary Margaret McLean to forward the necessary authorization.

, 55a;sgb
uts for the parts of APthe
Lion.
Megaera
s), and the Em(
An
Ni peror. Ia.e Androcies and the
,4Jon" will,
held February 17
In *he Litt! Theater at 440
P.M
Tryouts to the other parts
will be held at the beginning
’ of the spring quarter, announce
Number 80 -Snatch -department instructors.

CAGERS (TAKE FIRM GRIP
ON TOP OF CCAA LADDER

College Scheduled
For $2,719,214
Budget Next Year

An evening oe one-act plays
will commence 84 II:15 tonight in
the college’s Stolle Theater, redepartment.
Governor Earl Warren acknowl- ports Whew
San Jose State college is sched.
three-night uled for a $2,719,274-budget for
edged results of the recent Spar- Tbe plays
tan Daily presidential poll in a run.
the fiscal year beginning this
message received here yesterday.
"The Miracle of Saint An- July.
In a letter to Lowell Pratt, thony," "Hello Out There," and
This information was released
journalism instructor and public "Spring" are directed by advanc- yesterday as the budget got its
relations representative of San ed drama students Stella Pinoris, first Legislative Committee study
Jose
State
college,
Governor Roxana
Hildreth,
and
Deane In Sacramento.
Warren said:
Healey, respectively. Each direcThe total is $340,648 more than
"Your report of the student poll tor made his own choice of play the 1947-48 budget.
It is 91,188,conducted by the ’Spartan Daily’ and directed the production under 291 above the total
for 1946-47.
Was vs
interesting. I do not the supervision of Dr. James
If the request is approved by
know what the future may he
alley, instructor in directing.
the Legisla
og March 1,
but I shall always be grateful for
"The
Miracle
of
St.
An- the per student *cost i-if-Mh Jose
the loyalty of my fellow Callferthony" by the Flemish writer State college would be $364. An
nians.V
increase of $45 in two years. ToThe cross-sectional poll con- Maeterlinck, is a satire. The story tal
enrollment for the college is
ducted by the Spartan Daily on tells how the Saint, disguised as 6390 with an increase
of 500 anon
a
earth.
received
beggar,
is
January 26 to sample student poticipated next year.
p1yed.y
Donald
St.
Anthony
litical sentiments gave the goy------------ernor a substantial lead over ten Titcornb. Reed Higgins, Barbara
TOTAL REVENUE
Vaccaro, Gwen Samuelson, Ernest
other presidential possibilities.
President T. W. MacQuarrie
The poll awarded President Orr, Thomas Dean, Joseph Ga- said yesterday the College looks
latz,
John
and
Donald
Hayden,
Truman second place; Henry Walfor revenues totaling $649,461
;tarok)
third;
lace.
Stassien. Lev are the htunaps in the cast. fron2 such sources as reef:. He
fourth; Thomas Dewey, fifth; and
Saroyan’s "Ieli2 Out There," pointed out these fees include the
Dwight Eisenhower, sixth.
chosen as one of The best one-act $13 per student a year fee and
plays of 1941, concerns a, young the Government program of fiman who has been thrown in nancing veterans’ training. Presjail and is threatened with lynch- ent enrollment of veterans is
ing by a small town mob. The 3200.
- action takes place in a jail in
The budget lists a total of
Matador, Texas,
$1,769,557 for salaries and wages.
James Jensen plays the Young This is an increase of $310,329
Getting back to a routine Man. Ann Gindhart, Joseph Ga- over the ciTrent budget.
Operating expenses are figured
schedule of suggestion and dis- latz, Carol Strong, Robert Decussion, the Student Court met bold, Sal Farrayto, Francis Lick- to increase $15,010 and equiplast night with Chief Justice Bill war, and Donald Pearlman com- ment expenses are expected to
jump $19,4)78.
plete the cast.
Logan presiding.

Student Court Back
To Routine Schedule

First move by the Court was
to set a new meeting day to avoid
conflict with Student Council
sessions. New tentative date will
be Wednesday at 4:30 p.m. In
the Student Union, beginning
February 18.
In reaction to a suggestion
voiced by Chief Justice Logan the
Court decided not to invite class
delegates to witness ballot counting after elections. Melita Hall
recalled that the Court has never
done it before, and that last year
a similar idea had been discarded. She mentioned that it had
come up along with a proposal to
release complete tabulations of
election returns and both had
been turned down.
Logan said he was merely trying to follow popular Anion,
and he thought campus sentiment
was dissatisfied with the present
privacy of ballot counting.
The question of the privacy of
Court meetings was brought up
by Abner Fritz, and it was ruled
that all Court meetings, are open
to members of the Student Body.

Band To Play
At Fresh Meeting
Les Walters, freshman student,
and his band will intersperse
music with the business of the
day at the weekly meeting of the
Freshman class in the Morris
Dailey auditorium at 11:30 today,
announced Wiley Jackson, class
chairman.
Purpose of the session is to prepare class members for the nomination meeting to be held next
Tuesday preparatory to class elections which are slated for February 18.

"Spring," by Colin Clements, is
a fantasy which takes place "on
a park bench anywhere." Characters "the cop", "the gob", and
"the skirt" are portrayed by
Thomas Dean, Donald Smith and
Joan Buechner.

CONSTRUCTION PROGRAM
The budget also lists an extensive construction program.
An additional $150,000 is being
sought for purchase of land for
student dormitories. Other capital
outlay Items Include $25,000 for
Tickets may be purchased for purchase of a site and buildings
30 cents in the Speech office, at Fifth and San Carlos streets
from San Jose Bible college;
room 57.
$10,000 for purchase of a greenhouse; and $80,375 for construction, improvements, repairs and
equipment.

Student Dies After
Weekend Ski Trip

.

AY TRYOUTS

San dgale State atter

STUDENT COUNCIL GIVES One -Act Plays
APPROVAL TO BOND ISSUE Open Tonight
4fht,
In Studio Theater
Arends Names ambers
Warren Grateful
As Supervisors
$
Three-Night Run Begins
For ASB Nominations
For Spartan Daily With Satire. Fantasy
Presidential Poll

The Student Connell went ou
record last night as heartily endorsing passage of the proposed
$9,000,000 Santa Clara County
School bond issue.
Dean Paul Pitman told Council the bond issue will clear the
way for San Jose State college’s
. building program. He said that
in the interests of better educational facilities, student voters
should take time out to go to the
polls February 17.

Mabel R. Gillis,
Librvollen
Caljt.Sitte Library
9, Calif. :s2
, en

Hagen, Hughes and Inman
Lead San Jose Five
To Sixth Conference Win
Walt McPherson’s San Jose
State college basketball team took
undisputed lead in the current
CCAA race by soundly smashing
San Diego State last night on the
Aztec home court, 55-39.
Led by lanky Bob Hagen, who
scored 19 points in playing his
most brilliant game of the season,
the Spartans were headed but
once, San Diego took their lead
of 18-13 midway in the flist half
but It was short-lived as San Jose
suddenly began to sparkle and
scored 14 consecutive points. The
Spartans led, 28-20, at half time.
-BREEZED IN
San Diego fought to within
three points of tying up the bill
game at one point in the second
period, but SJS came to life once
again with ten minutes remaining and breezed easily home with
the victory.
Besides Hagen’s 19 points, high
scorers for the Spartans were Inman 11, Hughes 10, and Wuesthof f S.
McPHERSON PLEASED
Coach McPherson was well
pleased with the week -end jaunt,
but stated that the San Diego
victory fell just a little flat because "Dick Barnes, center and
mainstay of the Aztec offense had
chipped a bone in his shoulder
in the Fresno State game and was
unable to play."
The team will return to San
Jose tonight.

CHAPEL SERVICE
The Rev. Clarence Sands of
the First Baptist church will
speak today at the inter-denominational Chapel Service,
which is held each Tuesday at
12:30 in L211.
The half-hour services are
open to all who "enjoy a few
quiet minutes of meditation,"
stated Fred Jobs, chairman of
the Chapel committee.

OFF THE WIRE

Norman B. Smith, 19, junior
By UNITED PRESS
Edited by JACQUE WOLFF
from
Gilroy,
major
physics
died at Wheeler hospital in that
An official report on the division of the Italian fleet from Rome
city at 7 o’clock yesterday morn- showed yesterday that Russia’s share of the Italian Navy numbers
ing. Death was attributed to 45 ships, including the 35-year-old battleship Giulia Cesare, bad!)
shock trom over-exertion and exwrecked by bombs and beached at Trieste.
posure.
British troops in Tel Aviv, demolished the abandoned Baalshemtov
Smith returned home at 2:30 synagogue’ yesterday, which they charged had been used by Jewish
Monday morning from a skiing snipers as an operation base.
trip to Yosemite and complained
Sunday, Pope Pius XII asked the world to outlaw the atomic
of feeling ill. He was taken to the
mind has thus, far
Wittier hospital st-1)--Amv.--Airhere bomb. "the most terrible arm...which the human
for peace.
solely
energy
nuclear
power
of
the
conceived,"
and
use
died .an hour later-Seventeen persops have beep killed in three days .of CoTnmunist
The deceased was a member of riprnnna
Hans astaimet fhe United Nations _Commission on Korea.
and.
announced yesterday.
recently initiated into Tau Delta U. S. Army authorities
were outlawed yesterday by the govorganizations
Moslem
Two
fraternity.
Phi, men’s honorary
India for eqUeetIng arms and fostering "communal
of
Hindu
ernment
mother,
his
by
survived
He is
.
Mrs. George Hosang of Gilroy, hatred and violence."
Word from Tokyo yesterday disclosed that the cabinet of Premier
and a brother, Dresden, formerly
a San Jose State college student, Tetsu Katayama decided to resign because of mounting criticism from
attending the California conservatives in the Diet who demanded that inflation be curbed.
now
Polytechnic college at San Luis
The White House announced yesterday that President Truman
Obispo.
will tour American possessions in the Caribbean beginning late this
tentatively
services
Funeral
I.
month.
have been set for Wednesday.
Kai-Shek, accompanied by Madame Chiang
Chiang
Generalissimo
Final arrangements are being
aides, left yesterday to spend a brief Chinese new year’s
made by the Habing Funeral and a few
Mountain.
Kuling
at
holiday
chapel in Gilroy.
6.1
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DAY EDITORThis issueDAVID LEONARD

Don’t Give Up
If, as may be your fate, you receive a blue card or two during
the course of the week, don’t despair.
Mid-term and final grades don’t necessarily have to be the same
letter of the alphabet. A sky-colored sheet of cardboard in your mail
this week is to be regarded as an indicator.
You may have been doing a poorer grade of work, than that
which you are capable of, or perhaps you haven’t been doing enough
work to meet the course requirements.
The instructor of the course had determined what the fault is.
You, _as an _individual, should know wherein lips the cause. Perhps
your shortcomings are such, that a talk with the instructor will clear
up some misunderstanding, or straighten out your thinking on matters
pertaining to a particular course.
Whatever the reason, a blue card doesn’t mean you’re going to
fail. It means that you are either not doing your best, or your best
isn’t quite good enough.
There are still five more weeks in which to improve. A talk with
an instructor, and hard work, may be all that are needed to bring
that blue card up to at least a passing grade.
So don’t quit. If your mail is heavy with the wrong kind of materialOmer down and bring it up to per.

W
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t
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Caught during a dramatic number are dance stars Ed Kincaid and Bally Colorado. Both will appear
In the Revelries show, ".13p Powell," which opens its six night run Monday, February 16.

Thrust and Parry
Cash Money

Wi

Gal Smokers
Brave Weather
Smoke smoke
tte!

Campus Quiz

smoke that

68

See it you can guess the name
of this lady English professor.
e remWed her A.11at Drury
college, her M.A. at Columbia
university, and her Ph.D. at the
University of California, after
attending Oxford university in
England.
This lady Ph.D. has also instructed at Lindenwood college
and at Southwestern Oklahoma
--State Teachers college.
Her name spelled backward
reads Enihpesoj Reldnabc.

Attn: ASB 1996:
The Spartan Daily staff was
Ah, such, noble thoughts you convinced Wednesday afternoon
expounded in your Thrust and that the song made popular by
Parry of Feb. 4th, to whit: "no Tex Williams, certainly was no
Now that uniforms have been firmly established on the campus, student should be paid for efforts exaggeration.
in school activities."
Standing outside the Publicaanother step has been taken toward a completely uniformed faculty. _ Undoubtedly you were aiming
office, in the wet of 1948’s
Prior to the advent of the ROTC, the members of the Men’s at the members at- -the- Spartan tions
first major precipitation pulsation
Physical Education staff had adopted a gray jacket and slacks motif. Daily ad staff who are accumulat- were a couple of Spattan female
ing riches at the terrific amount
Those on the Industrial Arts faculty have always been conspicuous by of $2.56 per month (to quote Mr. "fag" fiends, languidly passing the
time of day midst clouds of blue
their white Mother Hubbards.
A. Black). You commend the PE smoke.
The question is, where will this trend stop? So far the music department’s athletes for their
With utter disdain for hair-dos
in the nafne of (you
instructors have ’not appeared in white ties and tails, which is the participation
should pardon the expression ye and running mascara they finishaccepted standard for concert performers. It is hoped, however, that olde alma mater purely for "the ed one apiece and then lit another.
moral and physical benefits dethe art teachers will soon be wearing smocks and berets.
"Oh, it’s raining," replied on
from amateur athletics."
gently stepping through a pudd
Finding suitable apparel for the faculty of other departments rived
Perchance you are not familiar
to the door.
does present somewhat of a problem. Possibly the modern language with the legal employment of on the, way
ON REGULAR &
me,"
the other
"Wait
for
instructors could adopt the national dress of the country whose lan- these men at the rate of from hysterically, "I’veyelled
ETHYL GASOLINES
still
got
a
in return for
guage they teach. In the case of the bi-lingual professors this might $35 to $60 per month
High Octane & Easy Starting I
. . janitorial services? Not that coupla drags left."
necessitate a quick change between classes. The pedagogues of San Jose State is alone in this
journalism could appar with loosened ties, open collars and dangling practice, as I am given to understand it is a perfectly legal and
cigarettes, this apparently being the badge of a newspaperman.
SEASIDE SERVICE 4th & William
much indulged in practice in most
colleges .
.
With me it’s all or nothing;
An ironic note was struck reeither pay everybody for their cently when one of the nurses in
100% WOOL
contributions to the school, strict- the MacFadden Health Cottage
ly above board, as the Spartan who is also a student at San Jose
Daily does, or stop paying off State college, became ill.
By ABNER FRITZ
everybody.
Being an ASB member, the
ASB 4990
nurse is now a patient in the
Last week was mid-term week the Registrar’s office inby COOPERS
I. M. Poortoo
Health Cottage, receiving what
formed us. Today is the day that the vile blue cards get dropped into
Miss Margaret ’Twombley deSOLID COLOR & PATTERNS
envelopes, which in turn are dropped into the mail. Have enough to
scribes as "A taste of her own
wallpaper your room yet, or are you only a second quarter sophomedicine."
OTHERS $6.95 to $10.00
more??
"Another nurse regularly emDear Thrust and Parry:
The long awaited change in the weather from pleasant and
Hal Snook asks, "What is more ployed in the college hospital is
cold, to dismal and colder has arrived. Don’t forget to wear your rainlogical
than facts?" My answer: also on the sick list," announced
Montgomery Hotel Bldg.
coats and overshoes when you go out. Also, most surplus stores are
"Thinking about facts, provided Miss Twombley, "causing the cur22 W. San Antonio
advertising collapsible oars.
of
help."
shortage
rent
the thinking is free from fallaWhile we are on the subject of dismal subjects, latest re- cies."
ports have it that the groundhog couldn’t see his shadow last Monday
Strictly speaking, facts are
because of the extra -heavy dew content in the air.
neither logical nor illogical. They
Erlene Elam, who works in the bookkeeping department are just facts. When men think
on campus, will receive her P.H.T. in March, when Husband Billy gets about facts, they may do so either logically or illogically.
his degree and credential.
The course in logic will be ofThe initials are an abbreviation for "Putting Husband Through."
Has dresses and sportswear for the college coed
fered
again next year.
Some guys are sure lucky.
Elmo A. Robinson
Visit Us Betwein Classes
Admth for a_hown.ln_theArregegrinewnut Spar
ofesser-Gt464ilosophy
way. When the new raise is finally approved, that added cabbage is
going to help bay a lot more corned beef. Somebody might even manJust-AvroareenipasIf an early North Carolina
_weilLiptikstesk_gy_two on the mean._
incamititalt
- -Jean SW-ens -1s running-around in
hile ha-serible,- he was._ IreatetL___
is a proposed trip to Tehachapi. Persons wishing Miss Stevens to de- at public expense and given a
liver cakes to their sisters in the above institution should leave the slave to work for him.
cakes at the Spartan Daily office. Cakes should not weigh more than
15 pounds each, and metal ingredients should not protrude.

Uniformity Unlimited
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Attention, Students!

3 per gal. off

Spartan Nurse Ill,
Takes Own Medicine

4

BITS OF BANTER

Bob & Ted’s

Slipover

Sweaters

$4.95

Logic?

Otto Galbraith

CAMPUS COLONY DRESS SHOP
sturfernandostreit

1

Tern pus Fugit!
FEBRUARY 4, I932"His ’Honor, Governor James Rolph Jr.,
dedicate the new men’s gymnasium this afternoon, witnessed by
an enthusiastic crowd of over 5000. The building was constructed
at a cost of $180,000 and is recognized as the finest of its type
on the’ Pacific coast." (SJS "broke in" the basketball court with
COP, winning 21-25.)
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HALF TIME

SIDELINE SLANTS

By DAVE LEONARD
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I GREAT BEARCAT SPARTAN CAGERS HAVE TOUGH
’ CENTER HAS HIS WEEK AHEAD OF THEM HERE
BAD MOMENTS? ,
By ELDON BARRETT
United Press Sports Writer
SALEM, Ore., Feb. 7 (UP)
Willamette University’s big, nearsighted center, Jim Johnson, lost
his glasses Just before he was to
go out on the floor against Lewis
and Clark college of Portland recently.

While his wife, father-in-law
Among the sports which have
and fully half of the Willamette
boomed since the end of the war
rooting section made a friutless
Is golf.
search, Big Jim plunked in 16
Used to be that golf was a game points.
for the middle-aged men with
Later, wttbn he found the misspaunches and desires to spend ing specsright
where he ,had left
some time away from nagging
them on the washstand- -he exfranc
plains:
Now the young men and women
"I was just doing what comes
have taken the game up. Golf
naturally."
courses all over the United States
SMALL BEGINNINGS
are crowded beyond capacity. One
SCORE HAPPY
In order to raise the athletic of the big reasons for the heavy
Jim is one of an amazing trio
reputation of the school in these fairway traffic, is the small num- of score -crazy Johnsons on the
matters Dr. MacQuarrie imported ber of public courses in our coun- Willamette squad. In the first 19
DeWitt Portal to show the boys try.
games of the season the three
what was what in the manly art
Now that golf has come within Johnsons counted 762 . points
of self defense. Portal came from the financial scope of the general more than two-thirds of the
Stanford in September of 1934 public,
more courses are needed. team’s total of 1,059.
and at that date began the amaz- It is
no longer a game restricted
ITV arid his brotherr.--Bob
ing "rags to riches" tale of the
to the Country Club set.
gether have scored 605 points-Spartan boxing team. The rise
more than half.
was meteoric. From a beginning
PUBLIC COURSE
Coach Johnny Lewis describes
class of 23 men in 1935 (with no
San Jose has a public course and
experience, including the coach), from the amount of business it the threesome
which
includes
an all time high for the school has been doing the past two years, Ted Johnson of Astoria, Ore. ---as
was reached last quarter with another could easily be a paying a beautiful dream. To a score687 men taking boxing instruction. proposition.
keeper, however, the dream beFrom Stan Griffin, light heavycomes a nightmare. first-class.
A great many of Hlliview’s paweight, who brought back the
FROM DAKOTAS
first Pacific Coast title, in 1938, trons are Spartan students. UnThe brothers came West from
fourteen individual coast crowns fortunately these students have
and one national crown have come to shell out 81.25 on week days Lead, S. D., and starred at Clark
back to Sparta in ten yearn etand $1.7 on week ends for a junior college before matriculating
to Willamette.
competition (war years excluded). round of golf. Undoubtedly
Men such as Bill Sellers, Bob great many more students would
Jim’s ability was recognized in
Webber, Dick Miyagawa, George play, but for this.
junior college, but he spurned
Laths (who fought a draw with
This is not a build-up or a cam- several big school offers, because
Sanuey Angott, then Irtweight paign, but the thought occurred they didn’t include brother Bob
champion of the world), Jim Kin- to me last week when I was in the deal.
caid, Stan Smithall past coast standing in line, oiaiting for my
Meanwhile, Hed, a graduate of
champions
and many others
turn to tee off. I looked around Astoria high school, won himself a
helped boost the College to its the terrifically over-c row ded job as a guard tids year and has
present eminent spot In the- box- course -and--thought, "Wouldn’t it connected tor 58 field goals and
ing scene.
be nice if San Jose State could op- 41 free throws for 157 ’points. Jim
erate a .sporty little 9 hole has 104 field goals, 75 free throws
PROGRESS
course."
for 283 points.
During the last seven years of
And Bob, the guy the ’big
competition only three Pacific
BAITER UP
schools didn’t want, leads all the
Coast schools have managed to
This week Baseball Coach Walt
consistently hit the top three po- Williams will pare his large squad others with 124 field goals and 74
sitionsWashington State, Idaho, down to playing size, about 20 field goals for a total of 322
and San Jose State. In two of men. He’s had nearly 60 men work- points.
After glancing at this impresthose seven years the Spartans ing out for over two weeks and
missed first place by only one the squad is shaping up. The first sive scoring record, one could
point. Last season for the first week of practice, sunny skies easily be tempted to describe the
time the team came home as blessed the diamond all five days. Willamette team by just repeatking of the coast colleges. Had Last week a little rain kept the ing the name "Johnson" three
Bob Anderson and Wayne FOntes men off the Municipal Stadium times.
P. S. San Jose split two games
won those close decisions at Madi- turf most of the way. Williams
son, Wisconsin last year San Jose had the boys working in the Men’s with the Bearcats.
would also be wearing the na- gym, however, keeping those flipTHREE MILES NORTH OF PALO
tional crown.
pers loose.
Now is the
A far cry from the days when
The first contest on tap is with
the students didn’t know the difthe Beak of America club, and
TIME151
ference between a boxing glove
for all connoisseurs
will be played February 28 at the
and a muff, Portal has such a
Muacipal Stadium. Although base0
large team today that his major
ball is our National Pastime, colproblem is finding enough oppodriak
and
eat,
lege teams have a difficult time
nents to keep the boys from getdrawing fans, which is unfor0
ting rusty. At the present time
tunate, because a lot of great
or
six
most colleges schedule five
over
a
dinner
at
ball players get their start on
meets and call it a boxing seacollege diamonds.
son. Portal would like five times
It is hoped that Spartan followthat number. As a point of emers will have enough interest this
phasis two occasions this season
spring to come out and see their
will find San Jose State boxing
3435 El Camino - Altherton
baseball team in action.
in two places on the same date
Coach Portal is making a constant effort to arrange a match
with the Universities of California
and Stanford but as the old saying
goes, "23 skidoo SJS." He is
willing to go as far as to meet
them simultaneously and allow
both coaches to pick from the entire Spartan team the men they
would like to box the cream of
Bear. end_ Indian crops! And still
they won’t sneakier it.

By JOHN GOTHBERG
.McPherson’s
sharp shooting itagers move into the
Walt
Coach
this
week-end
play
of
league
final round
when they clash with Fresno
State and Cal Poly. The Spartans will meet the Bulldogs on the latter’s
court Friday night and will be hosts to the Mustang five here Saturday.
San Jose trounced the Raisin
- City boys in their first game here
with 20 points to spare. Cal Poly,
however, gave the locals a hard
fought battle on their home court.
The Green and Gold quintet lost
the contest, 58-52.

Not many students are aware
that President T. W. MacQuarrie
was largely responsible for the
introduction of boxing to San Jose
State. It was started primarily
as an effort to "masculinize" the
student body. It seems as though
SJS had become the butt of many
a collegiate wise crack
openly
laughed at as "those sissies at
State Teachers’ College."

TO
SMILE

8

qou

CALL COL. 7083 J

THE FUTURE
- AS far as the future is concerned Portal has put his cloudy_
crystal in moth balls. The chances
of retaining the Pacific Coast
team title are highly favorable
and San Jose will send the most
powerful aggregation of mittmen
in the history of the school to the
national matches at Madison in
April.
He grins like a cheshire cat
when asked about next year
"the only man we’ll lose via Eradiation Is Charley Townsend. Fontes, Anderson, Cayocca, Nutt, Aguirre, etc. el, are all eligible to
returnwe should have a pretty
fair team!"

TUXEDOS FOR
OR Rom
FORMAL ACCESSORIES

MOROSHI
All-CCAA Guard Hank Moroski
proved that lie -4 still one of the
finest guards in the association
as he chalked up 22 points against
i the Spartans last Friday. With
the help of Coughlan and Tilstra
i the San Luis Obispo boys should
be difficult to stop here Saturday
night.
Chuck Hughes, Stu Inman, and
Bob Wuesthoff were standouts in
the scoring column for San Jose
against the Mustangs. Hagen, Romero, and Marks all did a fine
job in that game and can be expected to put in stellar performances next Saturday.
Pre-season dope had Fresno
State as one of the teams most
likely to capture the title this
year. Perhaps the loss of Vernon
Biggins was more than the team
could take, because their showing
has been very mediocre.

WALT McP1IFIRSON

U.S. STARS LOOK
FOR NEW FIELDS
TO CONQUER

BECKNELL
Al Cano and George Becknell
are two of the best men on Coach
"Dutch" Warmerdam’s cage team.
The fact that the next game is to
be played on the Bulldog court
Id give -the Fresnans somewhat more an advantage from
that standpoint.

By E. G. VALENS
United Press Sports Wr4ter

ST. moRrrz, Feb. 9 (UP)
America’s young Olympic stars
moved on today, looking either
for new conquests or the quickest way to get home, after exceeding expectations for a nation
where most kids grow up on paved
streets and -big trucks haul away
There will be a tennis meeting
the snow about as soon as it falls. in room 25 at 4:30 today, revealed
Sweden won the big show in the Coach Ted Mumby. All netmen inunofficial team standings with 82 terested are urged to attend the
points while Switzerland was sec- meeting today.
ond with 77 and the United States
third with 731/4. That was a sPe-CDenny-Watrous Attractions
tacularly high showing for a team,
Civic Auditorium
mainly composed of youngsters
NEXT THURS, FEB. 12, 8:15
who had been expected to make
the long trek for the nice ride and
the fresh air.

TENNIS NOTICE

f

A NIGHT
IN OLD VIENNA

4,6t

iIIMEOGRAPH

TYPIN
STENCILS
MAILING
212-A POUTER BUILDING
47424
COLUMBIA
516051

%

onnie
C Oldie MC IAL

Quintet of Metropolitan Voices
in Duos, Trios, Ensembles from
-Cosi fan tufts,- -Rosalinda,-Boccacio,- "Chocolate Soldir,"Countess Maritza," -Frissquita, etc.
$1.20. $1.80, $2.40, $3.00 inc. tax
Col. 7087
Aud. Box Office.

SERV C IS

ART CLEANERS
FAST SERVICE
Open 8-6

9th and Santa Clara

Valentines
and

VALENTINE GIFTS
A heart-,haped drum of red metallic matchesimprinted
with name or initials.
Decorated, border-tinted notes in Crane or Eaton’s fine
papers.
e,.-10i:Curnaress-- p*itv=ter+.
Adore le brass pieces for planting.
11T-Try it with Pieirs’f=lefrin’sfrife stationery witt114 heart
The new Hi Vacs are most intriguing and useful in their new
gift boxes.
Booksthe lasting gift.

SHOP
246 S’ECIRITY 111/1112ING

OPEN AFTERNOONSMON.6 TUES.

CURTIS LINDSAY
Incorporated

Books
77 South First Street

Stationery

Office Supplies
Ballard 2655
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STAGE HELP NEEDED
"Stage hands are needed for
the Revelries production maw,"
announced Armen Hanzad, publicity director. Anyone who has
some free time and wants to
help out Is asked to report to
the Revelries office in the Student Union or meet tonight at
7 p.m. In the Morris Dailey
auditorium.

Fres To Meet
Tomorrow Nife
Individual fraternities will hold
their meetings at 8 p.m. tomorrow night, according to Dave
Horn, president of Inter-fraternity council.
Horn says that the meetings
will follow an address by Roland
Maxwell, national president of
Phi Kappa Tau, and delegate to
the Western Region Inter-fraternity conference.
Both fraternity and non-fraternity members are invited to
hear Maxwell’s talk on "The
Strengths of the FraternIty Rye-tern" in the Little Theater, 7:15
p.m., Horn announced yesterday.
"Fraternity members should be
seated In the Little Theater at 7
p.m., to enable us to have a short
business meeting before Mr. Maxwell’s speech," said Horn.

Classified Ads I I JOB SHOP III
TO
RIDE
MAN INTERESTED in twoBAKERSFIELD
wanted for Friday afternoon. Will year training program in the care
share expenses. Put note in "K" and repair of office machines.
box in Coop.
Salary starts at $24.50 weekly
TERM PAPERS typed and plus G.I. benefits. See Placement
edited. Attention to English form, office for further information.
WANTED: 6 to 8 girls to model
grammar and punctuation. Special student rates. Bonnie Ireland. clothes on Saturdays. Must be
212A Porter Bldg.
Call Col. able to wear size 11, 12, 13, 14.
Approximately $5 a Saturday.
4742-J.
GIRL TO CHECK COATS Sat’35
SALE:
FOR
Plymouth
sedan, New paint. Two new tires. urday night from 9 to 1. $5.
GIRL for general office work,
Motor recently overhauled. $400.
afternoons. 75 cents an hour.
Call Bal. 63204.
Girl for _general office work.
FREE ROOM RENT with full
Some typing...Mprning hours, 75
kitchen privileges in exchange for
cents an hour.
six hours housg work per week.
AFTERNOON POSITION for
No work on Saturdays or Sunday.
woman to do typing and filing
For male student only.
FOR SALE: Two Shick elec- work. One dollar per hour.
See Mrs. Pritchard in Dean of
tric razors, slightly used. Original
price, $15 each; selling for $10 Women’s office.
each. Call Col. 9801-W.
COUPLE EXPECTING BABY
must have apartment on the first
floor. Will exchange apartment
near school. Contact Miss Van
(At the Campus Colony Dreu Shop)
Gundy in Dean of Men’s office.
ROOM RENT FREE: Relatives
For fast, expert work
want someone to be in house with
and courteous service
89-year-old woman. Man wanted,
must be quiet, no smoking. Must
bring us y,our cleaning
able to drive a car occasionally. Contact Miss Van Gundy in
and dyeing.
Dean of Men’s office.
LOST: Small beige zipper purse
277 F. San Fernando St. Bal. 3298-W
in Speech wing, 9:30, Monday
morning. Call Bal. 5538. Reward.

Fashion Cleaners

ANNOUNCEMENTS

TRI SIGMA: Supper tonight at
Grace Lutherah church, 2nd and
Julian Sts. Meet at Student Union at 6. Sign up now in room 20.
AWA: Girls pleaee report to sell
bids at booth at your appointed
hours: Winona Lyon, Yvonne Civretta, Barbara Sloan, Pat Bodwell, Barbara Kennedy, Lois Bray,
Ann Corwin, Marilyn C., Birginia
J., Joan Hale, Marian Swanson,
Lilian Dimpfl and Nancy Etherton.
KAPPA PHI:: Tonight at 7:30
at Mrs. Wren’s, 1035 Louise Ave.
Cabinet
meeting;
all
officers
must bring their notebook material.

1

SPARTAN
SPINNERS:
Tonight at 7 in Women’s gym lactura room to make festival decorations.
ELEMENTARY ROTC CLUB
COMMI’ITEE: Tonight at 7:15 in
B63.
MU DELTA PI: Today at 12.30
p.m. in the Quad.

*0.1 0
Glow .,seed

RIMINGTON RAND,
SCHICK and
SHAVEMASTER
of Parts
nai MoakMirehanies
Only
Trained

Mall Service

a

Speciatts

TYE SHAVER SHOP
IS ft.

Santa cram

laktvt

Ia. Joss It Calif.
Mars Sal 212

your wardrobe needs

BE IT COTTONS
RAYONS
SILKSSATINS or WOOLENS

"SAN JOSE’S FINEST FABRIC CENTER"

-Colombia
1113M-W

BY TI-IE WIRD LTD,

A!I Students
Receive Discount

?NADU MAME RIM

84 E. SAN FERNANDO

NEXT DOOR TO WESTERN UNION

PHILIP MORRIS

is so much
better to smoke!
PHILIP MORRIS offers the smoker Li uctra
benefit found in no other cigarette. For Pr-- ?
Muitais is the ONE, the ONLY cigarette recognized by leading nose and throat specialists as
definitely less irritating.
Remember: Less irritation means more
smoking enjoyment for you.
Yes! If every smoker knew what PHILIP
MORRIS smokers know, they’d all change to
PHILIP MORRIS.

FOR I

AUTHORIZED SHELL DEALERS
Corner 11th and Santa Clara

to us for

A

CAL

Rosenquist &King

LOOK

_ Swim .

Saha

Trucking Rentals

Auto Accessories

FASHIONS Bi THE YARD

I Announcements I
THE FOLLOWING JUNIORS
report to the booth in the Library arch today to sell prom
bids: Leah Keller, Fred Meischke.
BASKETBALL
WAA
LEAGUE: Team captains please
note change in game schedule as
posted on WAA bulletin board in
Women’s gym. Jean Martin, captain of Blue Hornets, please see
Mary Jonas today.
CHAPEL: Today at 12:30 in
L.211.
ALPHA ETA SIGMA:. Tonight
at 7:30 in room 121.
FRYERS AND FRONTIERS
IN RESPONSIBILITY: Tonight
at 7:30 in Student Y lounge.
SCIENCE
ORCHRISTIAN
GANIZATION: Tonight at 7:30
in room 21. Students and faculty
members invited.
FRESHMAN CLASS: Today at
11:30 a.m. in Morris Dailey.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA: Tonight
at 7:30 in room 24.
SKI CLUB: Tonight at 7:30 in
room 124.
PI NU SIGMA: Today at 3:30
p.m. in B73.
PAN AMERICAN LEAGUE:
Tonight at 7 in room 25. Joint
meeting with Sigma Delta Pi and
International Relations club.
,
ASB CHAPEL COMMITTEE:
Today at 4:30 p.m. in Student Y
lounge. Plans for World Day of
Prayer.
SILVER
SABER
SOCIETY:
Tonight at 7 at Alum Rock Lodge.
All members must be present. Advanced ROTC students invited.
PI BETA
SIGMA:
Pledges
meet today at 2:30 p.m. in Student Union.
SENIOR CLASS COUNCIL:
Today at 11:30 a.m. in B2.
STUDENT Y: Today at 3:30
p.m. in Student Y lounge.
STUDENT Y SKI TRIP: All
those interested in a ski trip to
Pinecrest from Friday until Sunday sign up and deposit $10 at
the Student Y office.

Lubrication

1.1111110-ii
TRY A PACK...TODAY

ACTIVITIES PLAY IT SAFE
WITH HIGH INSURANCE

WAA CAGE
TEAMS SEEK SIGMA KAPPAS INSTALL
By WES PEYTON
BETA RHO CHAPTER
RATINGS
The Associated Student Body and the several semi-independent

activities, such as the McFadden Health Cottage, believe in playing
it cagey; total amount of insurance carried by these groups is close
to a half-million dollars.
Graduate Manager William FeIse reported yesterday that these
college activities carry approid
mately $325,000 insurance in some
15 policies that cover everything
from rain at a football game to
fire in the Student Union.
Largest single policy is "provisional" fire insurance carried on
the stock of the student bookstore; it ranges from $50,000 to
$130,000, depending on the exact
inventory of the store at the
time of fire.
A $15,000 fire insurance policy
is carried on the contents of the
Student Union building, including
upstairs furniture and downstairs
fountain equipment.

MUSICIANS
PLAY TODAY

Student Y Taking
WSSF Canvassers

Canvassers for the World Student Service Fund drive to be
held from April 5 to 10 are being
signed up in Student Y lounge,
said Florence Winning, publicity
chairman, yesterday.

Students are protected against
Each canvasser Will have the
injuries while attending student
names of 20 students to be conbody affairs through a $10,000 and
$20,000
comprehensive
liability tacted for donations. "We hope to
have around 500 people for this
policy.
work," stated Miss Winning.
FeIse explained that the $10,000
Sign-up sheets are posted on the
and $20,000 means that if one
bulletin board in the Lounge at
person ls hurt the policy is good
220 S. 7th street.
up to $10,000, while if two or
more persons are hurt, the maximum range of the policy is up to
$20,000.

Sophs Prepare
For Annual ’Hop’

A $10,000-$20,000 bodily injury
policy is carried for patrons of the
Workers at
Spartan Fountain.
Jerry Quadros, chairman, rethe fountain are covered by a ports that sophomores are working
special workmen’s compensation hard in preparation of the Soph
policy.
Hop scheduled for Friday, March
Felse added he is thinking of 12.
incorporating the fountain’s bodThe dance will feature Paul Putily injury policy into the compre- nam and his orchestra. Dancing
hensive liability policy and do vvW be from 9 until 1 and the dress
away with the extra bookkeeping. is "dressy sport."
The Spartan Shop is also protected by a $5000 burglary policy,
while contents of safes in the
bookstore, fountain and graduate
manager’s office are covered by
a $1000 to $2000 fire and theft
policy.

Juniors To Dine
Junior class council members
and their guests will gather at
Luccas Cafe tomorrow in Santa
Clara to Install newly -elected class
leaders. Jeff Brewster, chairman,
said ceremonies will begin at 6
p.m. and will be followed by a dinner.
Dr. and Mrs. G. A. McCallum
and Miss Marie Carr will be honored guests.
"Council members intending to
go should sign up in the Dean of
Men’s office," Miss Brewster said.

THE CANDIDATES
(Continued from page 2)
careful watch on student body
funds."
DEAN PRICE, aspirant to a
seat on the ASB Council, was
president of the junior class in
high school and served a term on
the high school council. He was
vice-president of Black "0" athletic society. His platform is "The
price of better student government Is PRICE."
ROBERT MADSEN alsd is running for one of the Council seats.

Members of this WAA Basketball
league Will participate in special
games scheduled by the National
Association of Women’s Athletic
Basketball Officials’ Rating board
tomorrow evening at 7. The purpose is to award new ratings and
renew old ratings to officials.

Those being tested for ratings
include Lillian Bradshaw, Barbara
Patterson and Marie Gabriel.
Eleanor Cain and Donna McCarty
will attempt to raise their ratings
Four music majors will take from local to national standing.
part in the second of a series of
The teams in which these girls
three informal music recitals to be will participate are the Tan Tans,
presented today in room 108 of Hansen’s Blue Frogs, Pidgeones,
the Music building at 12 noon, ac- and Mary George Coop, with capcording to a Music department an- tains Eleanor Kohn, Barbara Patnouncement.
terson, Gerry Sitlina and Betty
Students are urged by Benning Bunker respectively.
Dexter, in charge of the program,
to come early as the program will
start at exactly 12:01. Last week
there was standing room only for
late-comers, he added.

Don’t worry about having the
MacFadden Health Cottage sew
a towel inside you. The place carries a $5000 and $10,000 malpracThe program will include Motice insurance policy, as well as zart’s "Allegro" from Sonata in C
a $5000 and $10,000 policy insur- played by Beverly Busch, pianist;
ing against bodily injury.
Corelli’s "Preludio Giga" from
The Health Cottage also carries Sonata in D minor by Joe Cathey,
a $9500 fire insurance policy cellist; Handel’s "Grave Allegro"
against demolition of the build- from Concerto in G minor, played
ing, and a $2500 policy against by George Cunha, oboeist, and
destruction of the equipment by Rachmaninoff s "Prelude" in G
fire. The Edwin Markham home minor by Robert Keller, pianist.
behind the Health Cottage is insured for $3500 against fire.
Other fire insurance policies include one for $700 on contents of
the Varsity House on Seventh
St.; for $1500 on band instruments and uniforms; and $4650 on
athletic equipment. A $3000 "allrisk" policy is carried on photographic equipment used by the
Publications department.
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Decorations Chairman Harry
Powers reports that the theme,
"Suddenly It’s Spring," will be
carried out at the Rainbow ballroom with decorations of blossoming trees.

Classified Ads I
SAVE MONEY: Cook your own
food. Modern, fully-equipped kitchen available 24 hours a day. Two
single beds for men students, laundry privileges. Col. 8952-W.
FOR RENT: Block and a half
from college. Room for boy, large
closet, dresser and study table. 426
S. 7th St. Bal. 2114-R.
STUDENTS’
MANUSCRIPTS
TYPEWRITTEN and edited, special student rates. MimeographBONNIE
ing and stencils cut.
IRELAND, 212-A Porter ’Bldg.
*Coi. 4i’477.
FOR SALE: ’36 Olds four-door
sedan with radio and mechanical
condition perfect. Must sell quick.
$525. 318 N. 6th St.
FOR RENT: One room, two
single beds. 567 S. 8th St. Col.
1916-W.
ALL FRAT MEN who had tuxedos at Wing studio check to see
If you have your own tux eqat.
Someone ’picked up mine by mistake. Call Bal. 5981-W to contact
Clyde Hewitt.
FOR RENT: Room for couple
or two boys. Limited kitchen and
laundry privileges, garage. 1291
N. 1st St. Call after 6 p.m.

By RUTH MoCARTHY
In a round of activities last weekend, members of Sigma Kappa,
national women’s fraternity, installed the Beta Rho chapter of the
organization at San Jose State college. Forty-two charter members
were initiated.
Initiation ceremonies were held Friday night, and the Beta Rho

chapter was installed Saturday at
the Sainte Claire Hotel.
Initiates were honored at a
banquet held in the Pompelian
room at O’Brien’s after installation ceremonies Saturday night.
Friends and parents of the initiates were received Sunday afternoon in the Empire room at the
Sainte Claire HoteL
Charter members include Marjorie Chappell, Lenore Cox, Patsy
Anne
Gardner,
Mary
Frantz,
Guenther, Audrey Hachen, Lois
Higgs, Noelle Hillis, Doris McClain, Florence Winning, Elinore
Bowman, Joann Eliason, Gwenn

WILLIS- BOYS
IN ’MEbEA’ CLASSES TO
VISIT DAIRY
Medea’s two children in the
Drama department’s coming production of Euripides’ tragedy will
be played by Dr. Edgar E. Willis’
sons, Frankie and Richard.
It is reported that the boys are
taking their parts quite seriously.
After rehearsal the other day,
Richard, nine years old, earnestly
asked, "Did we do good?"
Frankie, five, accepts his part
as more of a game, the climax of
which is handling John Calderwood’s (his stage father) sword.
The hardest thing for the children to understand is why their
stage mother kills them. This
question, by the way, may find
psychological
answers
curious
among an adult audience.
"Medea" opens Thursday for a
six-night run.
Tickets may be purchased in the
Speech office, room 57, for 60
cents with student body cards, according to the department-

Grade Envelopes
Ready Next Week
From March 11 to March 19,
envelopes for mailing grade
cards home will be available in
front of the Information office,
Miss Ethelyn Agler of the Information office said yesterday.
Students who wish to have
their grades mailed home at the
conclusion of the quarter may
place their home address on one
of these envelopes, put a nickel
inside, and drop the envelope in
the box in front of the Information office.
Or, he may place
his own self-addressed, stamped
envelope in the box.
The Information office is located across the hall from the
Dean of Men’s office near the
main entrance to the Administration building.

"There will be more pavement
and tires worn away than brains,"
declares Dr. G. A. McCallum of the
Natural Science department.
The good doctor refers to the
field trips to Frank Hopkins’ dairy
on Storey Road which the biology
classes, a total of about 550 students in 21 lab sections, are making today and tomorrow.
It is almost as difficult to transport the students to the dairy as
it would be to bring the "Bessies"
and "Elsies" to campus, explains
the biology professor. He assures
us that Dr. Robert Rhodes, Instructor Rocci G. Pisano, Instructor Shirley J. Buschke, and himself, are kept busy herding the student caravans to and from the
dairy.
Hopkins has the only purebred
Holstein dairy in Santa Clara
county. The product of 20 years
of careful interbreeding, stock
from this ranch is highly-regarded
by dairymen throughout the country. Last week, for example, a
cattleman from New York came
out to buy three one-year-old heifThe Hopkins
ers for $3,500.
ranch, stock and equipment is valued at over $100,000.

35c

BOX LUNCH

5TATE
BAL LAR D

2

NEW SHOW TOMORROW

3c A GAL. ON REGULAR
31/2c A GAL ON ETHYL
It’s true, Guys and Gals. Boy
your gasoline at the BAAVON
STATION. 4th and William.
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE,

$AAVON
Service Station
N.E. Cor. 44h & William

Denny-Watrous Attractions
Civic Auditorium

NEXT FRI., MARCH 5 at 8:30

BALLET THEATRE
Co. of 100. Symph. Orch.

GISELLE - INTERPLAY
GALA PERFORMANCE
1.20, 1.80 2.40, 3.00, 3.60 inc. fax

MON., MARCH 8 at 8:30
SAN CARLO OPERA CO.
"CAVALLERIA RUSTICANA"
and "PAGLIACCI"
Co. of 125 - Symph. Orcls.
1.20, 1.80, 2.40, 3.00 inc. fax
Aud. Box Office
Col. 70117

Fashion’s
"Honor Grads"

35c

SEilf-FREE
AVIAIIIS
WITH PATENTED HEEL

For adventure in good eating
try a savory selection
cooked by

CHEF AL
where the GI dollar goes farther
5.75 meal ticket only 5.00
171 E. SANTA CLARA
right across from Lucky’s

Taking first place in
s college activities that
call for smart attire, the
nylons which bear the Seal of
the DiNCING TWINS feature
the patented Gusset heel’ 0,o8 tip
for snug fit, the Guseetoe
for comfort...phis scarefree. seam -free beauty!
Sold under leading
41111
brand names at smart
.
.
college shops and stores.
GU. II. P.5.5.. WSW/

THIS
SUNDAY NIGHT
THE JAZZ SINGER

S0N
Al J
RoseIlf Washington Spare
with TYRONE POWER and ALICE FAYE
Chapter Four: DOORWAY OF DEATH
Adventures of the Flying Cadets
AND SELECTED SHORTS

NOW--"Invisible Man"
"Invisible Man
Returns"

SAVE IN CASH!

SANDWICHES - PIE - MILK - ETC.
For Beg Lunches
_
SAN JOSE BOX LUNCH
SELF SERVICE 135 E. San Antonio

2

Claude Rains

Fitzpatrick, Roberta Held, Ramona
Hicks, Lorene Jensen, Kay Kvale,
Janet Larke, Gena MacLee, Medors Mervey, Kay Morgan, Barbara Parker and Caroline Plough.
Jean E. Smith, Rosalie Smith,
Betty
Anne Tompkins, Betty
Blewett, Joan Condon, Barbara
Connaley, Gladys Cummings, Mary
Groves, Duane Henderson, Bonnie Lindley, Kay Lutz, Frances
Robards, Sue-Dee Smart, Mildred Walls, Helen Westerberg,
Marjorie
Whearty,
JoAnn
E.
White, Susan Wishard and Shirley
Zeese.

or you may select

Class Tours Davis
Dr. Karl S. Hazeltine’s Agriculture 4A class will accompany the
McCallum-Rhodes biology expedition to the University of California at Davis Saturday.
While the biology students make
their tour of the genetics laboratories, Hazeltine and his agriculturists will be studying farming
aspects of the Aggie school, plantings, soils and cultivations.
The
Davis "campus" covers several
hundred acres,

SPARTAN DAILY

Coming Easter Sunday: KEYS OF THE KINGDOM

7:30

MORRIS DAILEY AUD
25c tax incl.
EVERY SUNDAY

DeVoss Is Speaker Robert Sproul Urges COP To Meet HSU Portal Boxers
In Grid Grape Bowl Vie For CCAA
Blind Camp Founder At San Jose State I Higher Education Next
Title Crown
December
Founders’ Day Meet
Will Speak On
Psych, Camping
4
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Dr. Jame* C. DeVoss was speaker of the day at a recent Founders’ Day meeting of the San Jose
State college Patrons’ association,
Miss Rose Resnick, founder of according to Mrs. Anthony Jurras,
blind
for
camp
the first western
chairman.
children, will speak tomorrow eveThe honorary life membership
ning to the Occupational Therapy,
Recreation and Physical Education award was presented to Mrs. Cecil
majors, announced Betsy Danziger, Mansfield. The program also included an article on the meaning
publicity agent for the affair.
of Founders’ Day by Mrs. R. J.
MOVIES OF CAMP
Flagg and presentation of past
Movies of last year’s camp will presidents of the organization,
be shown and Miss Resnick will Mrs. D. Thomas, Mrs. M. A. Dutre
discuss the camp and plans for its and Mrs. J. B. Byerley.
future. Activities of the camp inThe association voted an addicluded swimming, horseback rid- tional $100 to be used by the
The
ing, hiking and baseball.
Deans of men and women for stuprogram opens at 7:30 p.m. in dent welfare. Other businessi of
room S210.
the meeting included choosing a
Miss Resnick will answer any nominating committee.
Those
questions concerning the psycholo- chosen were Mestiamee Edward
gy of the blind. She is well in- Uhle, H. E. Duffy, Hampton Jones,
formed through liberal education Leo Price and R. B. Haggerty. Dr.
as well as personal experience, T. W, MacQuarrie will serve as
having been blind since the age of faculty adviser.
two, said Miss Danziger.
Miss Claire Booke presented several violin solos as entertainment
OPEN TO PUBLIC
Anyone interested in any phase for the evening. Her accompanist
of association with the blind is in- was Miss Nelda Parker.
Guests at the session were Mrs.
vited by Miss Danziger to attend.
Those desiring to be counselors at Edgar De Armand and Mrs. Winithe camp this summer are request- fred Johnson.
ed to register at the office of the
Women’s Physical Education department.

Norman Ansley
To Compete In
West Point Exams
Norman Ansley, sophomore Police student, has been recommended by the National Guard to compete with five other Californians
for an appointment to West Point.
Ansley spent Monday afternoon
at Letterman General hospital,
San Francisco, taking the first of
a series of tests, according to Willard E. Schmidt, Police school
head.

Recreation Committe
To Have Games In
Woman’s Gym Tonight
"Students are invited to participate in badminton games tonight
in the Women’s gym from 7 until
9," Hal Riddle, co-ed recreational
committee chairman, said yesterday.
The games are open to the student body and both men and women may attend.

Albright One Of
Five Initiated
Into Ad Frat

Fred Albright, Spartan Daily
business manager, was recently inWitted into Alpha Delta Sigma, national honorary advertising fraternity, says George Link, member.
Also initiated were Al Bower,
advertising and promotion director
for the San Jose Evening News
and Mercury Herald, and Alvin
Long, advertising agency owner.
James Black, president, and
Charles Reed, San Francisco advertising agency executive, conducted initiation ceremonies.

LOS ANGELES (UP).Bobart
Gordon Sproul, preskient of the
University of California, called
LODI, Calif. (UP).California’s
upon the Legislature to pass recommendations of the State Com- Grape Bowl today matched Harmission on Higher Education for din-Simmons university and College of Pacific in the Dec. 11, 1948,
an expanded college system.
post -season game to become the
Speaking at a town hall meet- first of the nation’s football bowls
ing, Dr. Sproul urged citizens to to secure opponents.
maintain the state’s "hard-won
Starting the annual bowl -rush
eminence in education" under the early, Grape Bowl officials animpact of "hordes of students."
nounced that the two elevens had
The commission, representing been chosen because they are
the State Board of Education and "ranked as top contenders for
regents of the University of Cali- their respective conference chamfornia, recommended establish- pionships in 1948."
ment of more junior and four-year
Pacific was the champion of the
colleges and granting additional California Collegiate Athletic association last fall and triumphed
scholarships.
in two bowl gamesover
Utah
State in the Grape Bowl and over
Wichita Jan. 1 in the Raisin Bowl
at Fresno, Calif.

Printing Costs
Responsible For
Book Prices

Printing Instructor Hartley E.
Jackson yesterday declared that
recent price hikes in text books
can be traced directly to the rising costs on printing and binding.
"Printing costs have risen almost 100 per cent in the United
States between 1942 and 1947,"
Jackson said.
Cost of paper is up 55 per cent;
composition (the actual setting of
the type and printing) costs are
up 100 per cent, while binding
costa have risen 75 per cent in the
five year period.

CLUBS NOTIFIED OF
LA TORRE DEADLINE

Deadline for submitting information concerning your club for the
1948 La Torre, as requested in
form letters sent out two weeks
ago, is this FRIDAY, MARCH 5.
These information sheets should
be turned in at the La Torre office, B95.
Failure of any club to turn in
an information sheet will mean a
blank space on that club’s page,
compared toapages of other clubs
Wittig aboutr their officers, activities, etc.
Any questions concerning club
Jewelry created by Airs. Loyola section copy can be answered in
Fourtane, artist, is now on display the La Torre Office, B95, on San
in the Art wing, announces Dr. Carlos street.
BETTY PATNOE, Editor.
Marques E. Reitzel, Art department head.
Earrings, pins, necklaces and
bracelets are all on exhibit. Mrs.
Fourtane is widely known in this
areas for her unusual jewelry
pieces, remarked Dr. Reitzel.
A film entitled "There Is An Engineering Reason" will be shown
before the Engineering society at
their meeting Friday at 11:30 in
room 210, announced Dr. Ralph J.
Y MEMBERSHIP COMMIT- Smith, Engineering department
TEE: Today at 4:30 p.m. at Stu- head.
dent Y.
C. N. Maxfield, district sales
ALL PERSONS holding La Tor- engineer for Yarnall-Waring comre proofs must turn them in at pany, who is supplying the film,
Wing’s studio by Friday, March 5. will be present fpr a question and
following showATTENTION: Phelan Literary answer discussion
contest rules are available in room ing of the film, Smith stated.
H28.
TERM PAPERS TYPED
DEUTSCHE SINGS TUNDE:
Today at 3:30 p.m. in room 21.
OT MAJORS: Tomorrow night
at 7:30 at S210. Miss Rose Res Fast, efficient work. Student rates.
nick, blind pianist and founder of
Phone Co!. 8100-M or Col. 4469-W
camp for blind children, will
WE CALL FOR AND DEUVER
speak. Movies.

Jewelry Display
Shown In Art Wing

Film Schedule
For Engineers

Announcements
SGO: Tonight at 7:30 at Sainte
Claire. Everyone be there, very
important meeting.
CHI DELTA PHI: Tonight at
6:45 in room 107.
All members
must attend. Pledges meet at 8 in
Student Union.
BIBLIOPHILES: Today at 12:30
p.m. in 212. Be on time. Pictures
for La Torre at 12:50.
DTO: Today at 4:30 p.m. at
Valley bowl .Inter-fraternity bowling tournament. Also tonight at
7:30 in room 133.
MU DELTA PI: Tonight at 6
in room 119.
WILL THE PERSON who lost
a pair of long black gloves at the
Junior Prom please see Mrs.
Pritchard in Dean of Women’s office.
ORCHESIS: Today at 430 pm
AWS: Today at 4:30 p.m. In
room 24. Paula. Phillips will speak
on WSSF. Refreshments.
---,V EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE:
Today at 3:30 p.m. at Student Y
lounge.
ALL CANDIDATES FOR THE
1948 VARSITY TEAM will meet
This
Monday in S112 at 3 p.m.
meeting will notlast over 30 minutes.
WSSF EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE: Today at 4:45 p.m. at Student Y.
Y RECREATION COMMITTEE:
Today at 4:30 p.m. at Student Y.
DIME-A -MITE: Today at 12
noon af Student Y.

FOURTEEN BOUTS
A total of 14 bouts have been
tentatively lined up for the two
nights of the tistic carnival. Boxing teams from Cal Poly, Santa
Barbara and Catlege of the Pacific will be competing against the
Spartans for All -Conference honors.
IN MEN’S GYM
The tournament will be held
in the Men’s gym on Friday and
Saturday nights and will give the
Spartans their first real hometown test of the season.

Tours Of Mexico
Offered During
Summer Months
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ORIGINAL- KLOMP

Smooth or grain uppers
Extra thick soles

-411%

"They’re a bear
for wear"

Ping Pong, or "tblip fermis," raged as
en indoor sport during 1/00-10. in
the year of 1928 it was again revived
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SHOES

BLOOM’S
71 South First Street

Phone Bal. 8499 for reservation!
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For a full measure of masculine good
looks and easy-to-take comfort, try
l_filzahrop’s "can’t-be-copied" Klomp.
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1-Day
Service

DID YOU KNOW??

372 So. 1st St.

WI
AT

Sales and Simko

Two educational tours of Mexico
for students and teachers will be
conducted this summer by Stanford Professor Juan B. Rael. Tentative dates for the tours are June
19-28 and Aug. 24-Sept. 22.
The itinerary will include Guadalajara, Mexico City, Cuernavaca,
Puebla, Tehuacan, Cordoba, the
volcano, Morelia, Taxco and Acapulco.
Further information about the
tours may be obtained from Professor Reel, 574 Lasuen street,
Stanford university, or by phone at
Palo Alto 4081.

Saturday,
March 6

5 g

ELECTRIC SHAVER

1 RELIABLE TYPING
SERVICE

SNALKSHOP-811.11ARDS

Ana

Pointing their gloves toward the
CCAA championship, Dee Portal’s
varsity boxers go into their final
heavy workouts this afternoon.
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